What A Good Student Looks Like
A good student is someone who has the following qualities: Respectful, gets help whether its
inside help or outside help, and is organized.
First, being respectful is the least important quality of a good student. A respectful student
raises their hand in class and does not blurt out. They also use manners when speaking to the
teacher or other classmates. For example, when asking to go to the bathroom, a good student
would ¨may I please use the bathroom?¨ Paying attention in class is not only respectful to the
teacher, but also to other students. For instance, if a student is playing with their hair or making
noise at their desk, they would not be paying attention and would be distracting you from being
able to pay attention.Next, a good student gets help whether its inside the classroom or outside
the classroom. Inside the classroom help would be staying after class to the teacher to help you
with an assignment or staying after class to any questions you may have.
Finally, the most important quality of a good student is being organized.
In the end, being a good student with all three qualities is a good probability that you will make
decent grades in classes and succeed for the future.
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